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PB-580
Backpack Blower
ECHO’s PB-580 is a mid-sized backpack blower. It has a host of 
professional features normally associated with larger machines. 
Many of the features reduce fatigue and enhance user comfort 
thereby increasing productivity, such as a ventilated backpack 
pad, anti-vibration springs and padded shoulder straps.



FEATURES BENEFITS

Premium grade ECHO engine  Improved power-to-weight ratio / extended product life

Ventilated backpack pad  Keeps the operator cool

4 anti-vibration springs  For reduced operator fatigue

Padded shoulder straps  Allow comfortable operation and use over extended periods

Tool-less air filter cover  For easy maintenance, even when wearing gloves

Pleated air filter  For superior filtration

'L'-style frame  Prevents product toppling over when on ground

Leaf guard  Keeps debris out of fan intake

Stage 2 low emissions compliant  Reduced exhaust emissions

Posi-loc™ pipe system  Keeps the blower pipe sections securely connected at all times
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 CATEGORY

 Backpack Blower

 APPLICATION

 Leaf/debris blowing

 TARGET CUSTOMER

 Homeowner

 Commercial operator

 Prosumer

 Local authority

PB-580 
PROFILE

Displacement Dry weight Output Fuel Tank Capacity Nozzle type Air Volume* Max air speed

58.2cc 10.3kg 2.05kW 1.8 litres
Straight 876m3/h 96.6m/sec

Curved 864m3/h 93.9m/sec

* Figures measured in accordance with ANSI B175.2

EXTENSIVE WARRANTY
ECHO power tools come with a five year domestic warranty or a  

two year warranty in professional use. For the domestic user there is the 
total reassurance of using equipment designed and built for professionals, 

and a five year warranty offers even greater peace of mind  
(Registration of ECHO products and servicing are necessary to validate the warranty)

Use ECHO products with ECHO's own high quality 
blend oils, for maximum performance


